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C O N S P E C T U S

Electronic excitations in small aggregates, thin films, and crystals of conju-
gated organic molecules play a fundamental role in the operation of a wide

array of organic-based devices including solar cells, transistors, and light-
emitting diodes. Such excitations, or excitons, are generally spread out over
several molecules: a balance between the delocalizing influence of resonant
intermolecular coupling and the localizing influence of static and dynamic dis-
order determines the coherence range of the exciton. Because of the “soft”
nature of organic materials, significant nuclear relaxation in the participating
molecules also accompanies the electronic excitations. To properly understand energy or charge transport, one must treat
intermolecular (excitonic) coupling, electron-vibrational coupling, and disorder on equal footing. In this Account, we review
the key elements of a theoretical approach based on a multiparticle representation that describes electronic excitations in
organic materials as vibronic excitations surrounded by a field of vibrational excitations. Such composite excitations are appro-
priately called Frenkel excitonic polarons.

For many conjugated molecules, the bulk of the nuclear reorganization energy following electronic excitation arises from
the elongation of a symmetric vinyl stretching mode with energy ∼1400 cm-1. To appreciate the impact of aggregation,
we study how the vibronic progression of this mode, which dominates the isolated (solvated) molecule absorption and emis-
sion spectra, is distorted when molecules are close enough to interact with each other. As we demonstrate in this Account,
the nature of the distortion provides a wealth of information about how the molecules are packed, the strength of the exci-
tonic interactions between molecules, the number of molecules that are coherently coupled, and the nature of the disorder.
We show that the aggregation-induced deviations from the Poissonian distribution of vibronic peak intensities take on two
extremes identified with ideal H- and J-aggregates.

The sign of the nearest neighbor electronic coupling, positive for H and negative for J, distinguishes the two basic aggre-
gate forms. For several decades, researchers have known that H-aggregates exhibit blue-shifted absorption spectra and are
subradiant while J-aggregates exhibit the opposite behavior (red-shifted absorption and superradiance). However, the exact
inclusion of exciton-vibrational coupling reveals several more distinguishing traits between the two aggregate types: in
H(J)-aggregates the ratio of the first two vibronic peak intensities in the absorption spectrum decreases (increases) with
increasing excitonic coupling, while the ratio of the 0-0 to 0-1 emission intensities increases (decreases) with disorder
and increases (decreases) with increasing temperature. These two extreme behaviors provide the framework for under-
standing absorption and emission in more complex morphologies, such as herringbone packing in oligo(phenylene vinylene)s,
oligothiophenes and polyacene crystals, as well as the polymorphic packing arrangements observed in carotenoids.

I. Introduction

Electronic excitations in organic aggregates, films,

and crystals continues to be an area of significant

current interest driven mainly by promising commer-

cial applications including light-emitting diodes and

solar cells.1-4 Unlike their inorganic counterparts,

organic semiconductors are soft in the sense that

energy and charge transport are accompanied by

significant nuclear rearrangements. Optical excita-

tions are therefore composite particles involving

electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom.5-7

The absorption and emission spectra of a great

many conjugated molecules reveal a vibronic pro-

gression arising from a symmetric vinyl stretch-
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ing mode (or closely spaced cluster of modes) with energy

∼1400 cm-1. Elongation along the mode coordinate subse-

quent to S0f S1 optical excitation is responsible for a nuclear

reorganization energy of ∼0.2 eV. Recently, several theoret-

ical approaches have been advanced to better understand the

impact of exciton-vibrational coupling involving the 1400

cm-1 mode on the optical response.8-16 By appreciating how

the Franck-Condon (FC) progression is distorted in going from

the isolated molecule to a molecular assembly one can derive

important information about molecular packing, the exciton

bandwidth, the nature of disorder and the exciton coherence

length. In addition, one can probe the structure of the funda-

mental excitations responsible for absorption and emission.

Particularly useful in this respect is the multiparticle basis set

originally introduced by Philpott.17 The basis set allows one to

obtain essentially exact steady-state absorption and emission

spectral profiles using a Holstein-like Hamiltonian7 to repre-

sent exciton-vibrational coupling.

From a purely electronic perspective, the impact of molec-

ular aggregation on the optical response was worked out early

on by Kasha.18,19 When the sign of the resonant electronic

(excitonic) coupling is positive,20 as for a pair of rod-shaped

molecules in a side-by-side orientation, the main absorption

peak shifts to higher energies and fluorescence is

quenched.21,22 These are the so-called H-aggregates. In J-ag-

gregates the couplings are negative, resulting in a spectral red

shift.23 J-aggregates occur when “head-to-tail” orientations

dominate and can be superradiant at low temperatures.24

When vibronic coupling is included the resulting FC pro-

gressions characterizing absorption and emission are affected

differently by J- and H-aggregation. The contrasting ways in

which the progressions are distorted away from a Poissonian

distribution in these extreme aggregate types is the subject of

this Account. Although more complex morphologies such as

those based on unit cells with more than one molecule can-

not be classified as purely H or J their optical properties can

nevertheless be understood within the framework of the ideal

aggregate types. Examples include the optical responses of a

wide range of organic materials including aggregates or

thin films of poly(3-hexyl thiophene) or P3HT,25-27

oligo(phenylene vinylene)s and oligothiophenes,21,22,28

polyacenes,29,30 and carotenoids.31,32

II. Excitonic Polarons

Excitations in organic materials are Frenkel excitons (or exci-

tonic polarons) comprised of a vibronically excited central mol-

ecule surrounded by vibrationally, but not electronically,

excited molecules. The latter are geometrically distorted, due

to elongation along one (or more) symmetric vibrational coor-

dinate(s). The situation is analogous to a bowling ball on a

mattress as shown in Figure 1. The ball and the spring directly

underneath correspond to the vibronically excited molecule,

while the neighboring springs correspond to the surrounding

vibrationally excited molecules. As the bowling ball traverses

the mattress, the compression field of the underlying springs

travels with it, in exact analogy to the Frenkel polaron con-

sidered here (with the exception that excited molecules are

elongated and not compressed along the vibrational coordi-

nate.) Delocalization loosely corresponds to the range over

which the ball travels.

In order to account quantitatively for exciton-vibrational

coupling, we have assumed a simple model in which the

nuclear potentials corresponding to the ground (S0) and

electronically excited (S1) molecular states are shifted har-

monic wells of identical frequency, ω0. The shift is quanti-

fied by the Huang-Rhys (HR) factor, λ2, which is

approximately unity for the 1400 cm-1 mode. To describe

the collective excitations, we employed the multiparticle

basis set9,17 as depicted in Figure 2. A single-particle exci-

tation, |n,ṽ〉, consists of a vibronically excited chromophore

at site n with ṽ excited-state quanta in the S1 nuclear poten-

tial, with all other molecules electronically and vibrationally

unexcited. A vibronic/vibrational pair excitation, denoted

|n,ṽ;n′,v′〉, is a two-particle state. In addition to a vibronic

excitation at n, this state includes a vibrational excitation at

n′ (*n) with v′(g1) quanta in the S0 potential, as demon-

strated schematically in Figure 2. Such states are neces-

sary for describing the spatial extent of the vibrational

FIGURE 1. Analogy of the motion of a Frenkel polaron in a linear
aggregate with a bowling ball on a mattress.
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distortion field surrounding the central vibronic excitation,

characterized by the polaron radius. Within the two-parti-

cle approximation, the Rth eigenstate of the aggregate

Hamiltonian can be expanded in one- and two-particle

states;

|ψ(α) 〉 ) ∑
n,ṽ

cn,ṽ
(α) |n, ṽ〉 + ∑

n,ṽ
∑
n',v'

cn,ṽ;n'v'
(α) |n, ṽ ;n', v'〉 (1)

The above expansion is highly accurate for obtaining the opti-

cal response in organic assemblies where the singlet exciton

bandwidth ranges from 0 to 1.0 eV and where the nuclear

relaxation energy, λ2ω0, is approximately 0.2 eV. Three-par-

ticle contributions have negligible effect on absorption and

emission.9 Hence, we can obtain an essentially exact solu-

tion to the polaron’s optical response for relatively large

aggregates.

The optical response from the excitons in eq 1 derives from

the following basic properties: (i) Only one-particle states are

optically allowed from the vibrationless ground state. Two-

particle states are forbidden via one- (and two-) photon exci-

tation. Hence, only one-particle states contribute to the 0-0

emission. (ii) Both one- and two-particle states radiatively cou-

ple to the electronic ground state with one or more vibrational

excitations. Thus, sideband emission involves both one- and

two-particle states. (iii) When disorder is absent and periodic

boundary conditions apply, the exciton wavenumber k
becomes a good quantum number. Only nodeless excitons

with k ) 0 can be optically excited from the vibrationless

ground state. In J-aggregates, the k ) 0 exciton resides at the

band bottom, while the dark k ) π exciton with N - 1 nodes

resides at the top of the band. The order is reversed in H-ag-

gregates.

The coefficients involved in the expansion 1 can be eval-

uated by diagonalizing the aggregate Hamiltonian H. The

diagonal elements of H consist of the energies of the local-

ized states: taking p ) 1, we have ω0-0 + D + ṽω0 + ∆n for

the one-particle state, |n,ṽ〉, and ω0-0 + D + (ṽ + v′)ω0 + ∆n

for the two-particle states, |n,ṽ;n′,v′〉. Here, ω0-0 is the gas-

phase 0-0 molecular transition energy corresponding to the

lowest optically allowed transition (normally, S0f S1), D is the

gas-to-crystal shift due to nonresonant intermolecular inter-

actions, ∆n represents a disorder-induced change in the tran-

sition energy at site n, and ω0 is the aforementioned energy

of the symmetric intramolecular vibration. The off-diagonal

elements of H are represented by the usual excitonic Hamil-

tonian,

Hex ) ∑
m,n

Jmn|m 〉 〈n| (2)

where |n〉 represents a pure (S1) electronic excitation at site

n (with all other molecules electronically unexcited) and Jmn

is the excitonic coupling between the mth and nth mole-

cules. The off-diagonal matrix elements of H connecting

one-particle states allow for resonant energy transfer in the

conventional Frenkel exciton theory. However, Hex also

allows for resonant transfer among two-particle states, as

well as the coupling between one- and two-particle states

(and generally, between n- and (n+1)-particle states).9,17,22

Because of the latter, the one-photon oscillator strength,

which is confined entirely to one-particle excitations,

becomes increasingly “borrowed” by two-particle states as

the excitonic coupling increases and the wave functions

take on an increasing mixed one- and two-particle charac-

ter. All of the aforementioned matrix elements of Hex nec-

essarily involve vibrational overlap integrals, which depend

on the HR factor.11 Finally, the Hamiltonian as described

above is exactly equivalent to the Holstein Hamiltonian7

when the latter is represented in the one- and two-particle

basis.

III. Absorption and Emission in Ideal H-
and J-Aggregates
In what follows, we consider a linear array of N chro-

mophores (see Figure 1) with nearest neighbor coupling (J0)

only and open boundary conditions. The aggregates are

ideal in the sense of containing a single molecule per unit

cell with no disorder present (∆n ) 0). Both H- (J0 > 0) and

FIGURE 2. Examples of the fundamental excitations in ordered
organic assemblies. The vibronic (single-particle) excitation shown is
|n,ṽ ) 1〉, while the vibronic/vibrational pair (two-particle state) is
|n,ṽ ) 1;n + 1,v ) 2〉.
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J-aggregate (J0 < 0) configurations are considered. We fur-

ther assume the temperature to be low enough to effec-

tively discount thermally excited emission. Finally, the

number of chromophores is chosen to be large enough (N

) 20) to minimize finite-size effects. The simple aggregates

just described are sufficient to understand the most salient

manifestations of exciton-phonon coupling in the optical

response of aggregates and crystals of a broad array of con-

jugated molecules and polymers. The important effects of

disorder and increasing temperature are taken up in the fol-

lowing section.

We begin with absorption. Figure 3 shows calculated spec-

tra for increasing exciton bandwidth, W ) 4|J0|, in H- (a-e)

and J-aggregates (f-j), evaluated from the expression

A(ω) ) 1

Nµ2 ∑
α

| 〈 G|µ̂|ψ(α) 〉 |2Γ(ω - ω(α)) (3)

where µ is the molecular transition dipole moment and the

sum runs over all dipole-allowed transitions from the vibra-

tionless ground state |G〉 to the excitons |ψ(R)〉 with energies

ω(R). Γ(ω) is the homogeneous line shape function, taken to be

FIGURE 3. Calculated absorption (blue) and emission (red) spectra for linear H- and J-aggregates containing N ) 20 molecules with
nearest-neighbor-only coupling, J0, and D ) 0 using eq’s (3) and (7). Note the slightly different vertical scales for H and J spectra. In all
calculations the values σhom ) 0.4ω0, λ2 and ω0 ) 0.17 eV (1400 cm-1) were taken. The exciton bandwidth, W ) 4|J0|, increases from
top to bottom. Solid spectra are evaluated using one- and two-particle states, while dashed spectra use only one-particle states. Inset
in panel a shows the isolated-molecule spectra. Gray absorption spectrum appearing in all panels pertains to the isolated molecule (W
) 0). Insets in panels d and e are enlarged emission spectra. Inset in panel j shows unscaled emission spectrum for different values of
N. Number in the lower left corner of panels f-j is the percent admixture of two-particle states in |em〉, which is identical for J- and H-
aggregates with the same W.
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Gaussian, Γ(ω) ) exp(-ω2/σhom
2), in Figure 3. The parame-

ters defining H are given in the figure caption.

Figure 3 shows spectra calculated from only one-particle

states (dashed) and more accurate spectra including one- and

two-particle states (solid). We have also calculated spectra with

up to three-particle states, but even for the highest W in Fig-

ure 3, three-particle states contribute only small changes

(<5%) to the spectrum.

The isolated-molecule spectrum shown in the inset of Fig-

ure 3a consists of a FC progression with the 0-n intensity

scaling as λ2n exp(-λ2)/n!. For the value λ2 ) 1 used in the fig-

ure, the isolated-molecule 0-0 and 0-1 peak intensities are

therefore equal. In the aggregate absorption spectrum, the

peak labeled An+1 correlates to the 0-n molecular transition.

An+1 is only slightly blue(red)-shifted from the 0-n molecu-

lar transition in H(J)-aggregates when the exciton coupling is

relatively weak (W < λ2ω0) as in Figure 3a,b,f,g. In this regime,

the magnitude of the gas-to-crystal red shift, |D|, which is set

to zero in Figure 3 in order to focus on excitonic shifts, can

easily exceed the exciton blue shift, forcing an overall spec-

tral red shift in an H-aggregate. A similar effect occurs in poly-

mer H-aggregates where a red shift from enhanced molecular

planarization overwhelms the smaller excitonic blue shift.

Hence, spectral shifts are unreliable for distinguishing H and

J aggregation in the weak coupling regime.32

As W increases in H-aggregates, A1 diminishes (while the A3

increases) relative to A2. Exactly the opposite behavior occurs

in J-aggregates. In both aggregates (but more pronounced in

H-aggregates), the vibronic peaks become irregularly spaced,

with the separation between A1 and A2 exceeding ω0.32,33

Such aggregation-induced spectral distortions have been

observed in P3HT thin films25-27 and loosely packed caro-

tenoid aggregates31,32 such as the lutein diacetate H-aggre-

gates shown in Figure 4.

In the weak excitonic coupling regime, the inclusion of two-

particle states has practically no effect on the spectral line

shape (Figure 3a,b,f,g) indicating that the states responsible for

absorption remain localized (small radius) polarons. However,

as W increases into the intermediate coupling regime, two-

particle states cause significant deviations, indicating the

involvement of larger radius polarons. The deviations arise

from enhanced one- and two-particle mixing induced by the

matrix elements of Hex, which connect one- and two-particle

FIGURE 4. Absorption spectra for lutein and lutein diacetate H-
aggregates from ref 31 alongside the calculated spectra from ref 32
(blue). Inset shows the spectrum of unaggregated lutein diacetate in
acetone. The lutein/acetone spectrum (not shown) is almost
identical.

FIGURE 5. Approximate level diagrams corresponding to the weak
(a,b) and strong (c,d) exciton coupling regimes in ideal H- and J-
aggregates. Blue energy levels correspond to nodeless (k ) 0)
excitons, while red levels are k ) π excitons. Three and higher
phonon states in the ground electronic state are not shown. Note
that the bandgap is not to scale.
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states. In the strong coupling regime, the absorption spectrum

is dominated by an intense blue-shifted (red-shifted) peak in

H(J)-aggregates (see Fig. 3e,j). The effect is clearly observed in

a variety of cationic dye (J) aggregates23 and oligo(phenylene

vinylene) (OPV) and oligothiophene (OT) H-like aggre-

gates.21 An additional example of the latter are the lutein

H-aggregates in Figure 4, where hydrogen bonding from the

terminal OH groups (R ) H) induces tighter packing than that

found in lutein diacetate aggregates.31

The redistribution of oscillator strength toward higher

(lower) energy in H(J)-aggregates in the weak coupling regime

can be understood from the energy-level diagrams in Figure

5a,b. When Hex is treated as a perturbation, the zero-order

excitations which absorb light are mainly delocalized single-

particle excitons. The small admixture of two-particle excita-

tions has little effect on absorption.34 For sufficiently large N,

periodic boundary conditions can be applied with no loss in

accuracy, and each exciton is characterized by a wave vector

quantum number, k. To zero-order, excitons are organized into

vibronic bands with the ṽth band (ṽ ) 0, 1, ...) consisting of all

single particle excitons with ṽ excited-state vibrational

quanta:

|k, ṽ〉(0) ) N-1⁄2∑
n

exp(ikn)|n, ṽ〉 (4)

Only the nodeless k ) 0 states are optically allowed from the

vibrationless ground state, |G〉.
In H(J)-aggregates, the k ) 0 exciton in the vth vibronic

band, |Av+1〉, resides at the top (bottom) of the band, see Fig-

ure 5a,b. The oscillator strength redistribution observed in Fig-

ure 3a,b,f,g is primarily a result of first-order interband

coupling between the (zeroth-order) k ) 0 vibronic excitons in

different bands (see eq 4), and to a much lesser extent on the

coupling between the single- and two-particle excitations as

detailed in refs 10 and 33. The result is a diminishing (increas-

ing) value of Rabs with W in H(J)-aggregates, where Rabs ≡ IA1/

IA2 is the ratio of the oscillator strengths in the A1 and A2

bands. In the weak coupling regime, Rabs is given by10,32,33

Rabs )
(1 - 0.48Jk)0 ⁄ ω0)

2

(1 + 0.146Jk)0 ⁄ ω0)
2

λ2 ) 1, W , λ2ω0 (5)

where the excitonic shift of the k ) 0 exciton is given by Jk)0

) 2J0, with Jk)0 > 0 ( Jk)0 < 0) in H(J)-aggregates. Equation 5

shows that Rabs decreases (increases) upon H(J)-aggregation. A

comparison of Rabs between isolated and aggregated mole-

cules therefore provides a reliable test for H- or J-type aggre-

gation. Moreover, the exciton bandwidth, W ) 2|Jk)0|, can be

obtained from the measured Rabs, especially valuable in sys-

tems that lack Davydov splitting. Thus far, the attenuation of

Rabs in H-aggregates has been used to monitor self-assembly

in perylene diimide aggregates,35,36 elucidate the packing

arrangement in carotenoid aggregates;32 and extract the exci-

ton bandwidth and average conjugation lengths in P3HT

π-stacks.10,27,33 The ratio has also been used to establish cor-

relations between the degree and quality of crystallites in

P3HT thin films and field-effect transistor characteristics.26,37

As W increases into the intermediate and strong excitonic

coupling regimes, the spectral centroid continues to shift

toward higher energies in H-aggregates and lower energies in

J-aggregates. In the strong exciton coupling regime (W .
λ2ω0), oscillator strength is mainly concentrated in a single

peak due to absorption by a nearly free k ) 0 exciton with

energy of approximately ω0-0 + D + λ2ω0 + 2J0 (see Fig. 3e,j).

This exciton, labeled as |H〉 and |J〉 in the two aggregate types,

is created with virtually no change in the ground-state nuclear

coordinates; there is essentially no vibronic relaxation subse-

quent to the vertical excitation because the excitation reso-

nantly jumps to a neighbor before nuclear relaxation can

occur. In this regime, the wave functions are approximately

Born-Oppenheimer (BO) products of free excitons and

phonons,18,38 where the latter are delocalized 1400 cm-1

vibrational excitations defined by a wave vector q. Hence, the

approximate wave functions are

|H〉(0) ) |J〉(0) ) 1

√N
∑
n

|n〉 X |vac〉 W . λ2ω0, N . 1

(6)

where |vac〉 indicates the vacuum state for all phonons. Fig-

ure 5c,d shows the approximate energy-level diagram in the

strong excitonic coupling limit.

We now turn to the photoluminescence spectrum at low

temperature. At T ) 0 K aggregate emission proceeds from

the lowest excited state, |em〉, with transition energy ωem in

accordance with Kasha’s rule, which assumes that the exci-

ton lifetime is sufficiently long compared with the inverse

spectral diffusion (relaxation) rate induced primarily by

exciton-lattice phonon scattering. At 0 K, the “reduced” emis-

sion profile takes the form of a vibronic progression,

S(ω) ) ∑
vt)0,1,2,...

I0-vtΓ(ω - ωem + vtω0) (7)

The spectrum in eq 7 is simplified by excluding the cubic fre-

quency dependence, as well as the frequency-dependent

index of refraction, in order to focus on the impact of aggre-

gation on the dimensionless line strengths,
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I0-vt ) µ-2∑
T(vt)

|〈em|µ̂|T(vt)〉|
2 (8)

The terminal states, |T(vt)〉, form a degenerate set of electronic

ground states, in which a total of vt vibrational quanta are dis-

tributed over N molecules (this assumes nondispersive or Ein-

stein phonons). Since Γ(0) ) 1, the peak intensities in S(ω)

reflect FC factors in the case of an isolated (single) molecule,

with ISM
0-vt ) λ2vt exp(-λ2)/vt!.

In ideal H-aggregates composed of rigid molecules, oscil-

lator strength is concentrated on top of the free exciton

band making the transition from the lowest energy exci-

ton, |em〉 (which has k ) π) to the ground state optically for-

bidden. This was pointed out early on by McCrae and

Kasha.19 In this ideal case, there is no fluorescence, and de-

excitation to the ground state must proceed via intersys-

tem crossing or internal conversion. The result follows

because the phase of |em〉 alternates from molecule to mol-

ecule such that the overall aggregate transition dipole

moment is effectively canceled out.

In the more physically relevant case of ideal H-aggre-

gates composed of nonrigid molecules (λ2 > 0), the above

scenario no longer holds. In this case, only the 0-0 emis-

sion (|em〉 f |G〉) is optically forbidden as observed in Fig-

ure 3a-e. Sideband emission is allowed because the

momentum conservation required in the transition can be

maintained by terminating on the ground state with one or

more vibrational phonons.9,38 A missing 0-0 component

leads to a decrease in the radiative decay rate since the lat-

ter scales with the emission spectral area, γrad ∝ ∫ω3S(ω)

dω. Indeed, H-aggregates are known to quench fluores-

cence in polymer films, making it necessary to prevent

aggregation in order to increase the photon yield in organic

light-emitting diode (OLED) devices.39 However, a poten-

tially larger reason for fluorescence quenching in H-aggre-

gates is the dramatic demise in the sideband intensities

with increasing exciton bandwidth W as demonstrated in

Figure 3a-e. In addition, the 0-1 sideband increasingly

dominates the spectrum as W increases. These effects can

be understood by appealing to the strong exciton coupling

limit where the emitting exciton is approximately the prod-

uct of a free exciton and the vacuum phonon state. The

band-bottom exciton is similar to eq 6 except for the strong

phase oscillation characteristic of k ) π excitons. The low-

est energy exciton is approximately given by

|em〉(0) ) 1

√N
∑
n

(-1)n|n〉 X |vac〉 H-agg, W . λ2ω0
N . 1

(9)

First-order vibronic coupling mixes the exciton in eq 9 with

states consisting of nodeless excitons with high wave vector

phonons (q ) π) near the top of the exciton band, leading to

0-1 emission of the form40-42

I0-1 ≈
λ2ω0

2

(W + ω0)
2

H-agg, W . λ2ω0 (10)

This expression has been derived in refs 40 and 41 for ac-

polarized emission in herringbone aggregates but is essen-

tially unaltered for the ideal H-aggregates considered here.

Figure 3a-e also shows that for a given value of W two-

particle excitations contribute more to the emission spectrum

than to the absorption spectrum. Even for the smallest value

of W, there is a significant drop in the emission intensity when

two-particle states are included, and this occurs despite the rel-

atively small admixture (0.53%) of two-particle states. Emis-

sion is therefore a far more sensitive probe of the polaron

radius. Whereas two-particle states do not radiatively couple

to |G〉 they do couple to vibrationally excited ground states

(|T(vt)〉 with vt g 1) thereby contributing directly to sideband

emission (0-1, 0-2, ...). As shown in earlier works,9,38 the first

sideband (0-1) is due to a destructive interference between

one- and two-particle emission pathways, which is readily

seen by inserting the wave function in eq (1) into the 0-1 line

strength in eq (8). As Figure 3 shows, the destructive interfer-

ence increases with W; for the largest value of W, the 0-1

intensity diminishes by a factor of 3.5 with the inclusion of

two-particle states. In distyrylbenzene aggregates with band-

widths approaching 1 eV, the inclusion of the two-particle

states leads to a dramatic 20-fold reduction in the ac-polar-

ized 0-1 intensity.38

Consider now J-aggregate emission. Since the absorption

origin is also the emission origin (see Figure 5), there is neg-

ligible Stokes shift and the emission band red shifts along with

the main absorption band with increasing W, see Figure 3f-j.

In contrast to H-aggregates, the emitting exciton has k ) 0

making the 0-0 emission allowed and enhanced by a factor

of N compared with an isolated molecule. This is demon-

strated in the inset of Figure 3j. In J-aggregates, the dimen-

sionless intensity of the 0-0 peak,

I0-0 ) |〈G|µ̂|em〉|2 ⁄ µ2 (11)

converges to N in the strong excitonic coupling limit where

|em〉 approaches the nodeless wave function in eq 6. (In Fig-
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ure 3, I0-0 approaches 0.81N; the factor of 0.81 reflects open

boundary conditions and finite size effects.) The N-fold

enhancement arises from a concentration of oscillator strength

in the |em〉 f |G〉 transition and leads to superradiant decay

rates.8,9,24,28,38,40 More generally, 0-0 emission in J-aggre-

gates is enhanced by the coherence number, Ncoh (<N), which

is the number of molecules over which the wave function is

coherently spread, as determined by static and dynamic

disorder.

In contrast to H-aggregates, the 0-1 peak, observed as a

small shoulder in Figure 3f-j, increases with W and arises

from a constructive interference between one- and two-parti-

cle coefficients of the emitting exciton. In the limit of very

large W where the BO wave functions are accurate zero-or-

der approximations, the 0-1 intensity converges to42

I0-1 ) λ2 J-agg, W . λ2ω0 (12)

considerably larger than the single molecule value of λ2 e-λ2
.

More importantly, the 0-1 intensity is not coherently

enhanced by Ncoh in either J- or H-aggregates. The inset of Fig-

ure 3j shows that despite a 4-fold increase in N, the 0-1 side-

band intensity remains essentially constant. Thus arises a very

fortunate situation: the ratio of the 0-0 to 0-1 line strengths,

Rem, provides a direct measure of Ncoh. In the limit of W .
λ2ω0, Rem is simply N/λ2 in ideal J-aggregates, where Ncoh ) N.

The linear dependence of Rem on Ncoh is quite general for any

aggregate morphology in which the 0-0 transition is dipole

allowed. For example, in (OPV)n and (OT)n (n even) herring-

bone aggregates, the 0-0 transition is weakly allowed due to

a slight misalignment of the transition dipole moment with the

long molecular axis. In this case, the ratio of the b-polarized

0-0 peak to the mainly ac-polarized first sideband gives Ncoh,

which is determined by disorder and temperature.9,40,41 (The

ratio involving the b-polarized sideband also scales with

Ncoh.42) Another example is the intrinsic emission from thin

films of anthracene29 and tetracene30 in which the lower

Davydov component is strongly allowed, yielding an intense

0-0 origin followed by a much weaker sideband. This is dem-

onstrated in Figure 6, which shows early time emission spec-

tra for vacuum-deposited tetracene films. Analysis of Rem leads

to a coherence number of approximately 10 at T ) 4 K.

The determination of the coherence number from the PL

spectral line shape is an alternative to the more established

means of obtaining Ncoh from the superradiant decay rate or

an analysis of the nonlinear absorption line shape.43,44 One

important advantage of the PL technique is that Rem is insen-

sitive to nonradiative decay processes, which serve only to

attenuate the PL spectrum uniformly. Rem is, however, sensi-

tive to self-absorption, which must be carefully eliminated by

using optically thin samples or collecting front face emission.25

Finally, intrinsic exciton emission may require early time

collection,29,30 before low-energy traps (chemical impurities

and structural defects9) can be populated.

IV. Static Disorder and Thermal Effects

In this section, we focus on the effect of site-energy disorder

and increasing temperature on ideal H- and J-aggregate emis-

sion. The impact of disorder on the absorption spectral line

widths including motional narrowing has already been cov-

ered in great detail.45,46 We also omit any discussion sur-

rounding the temperature-dependent homogeneous line

width and focus entirely on the emission line strengths, with

I0-vt identified with the spectral area of the 0-vt peak.

Figures 7 and 8 show how S(ω) changes with increasing

disorder and temperature for the aggregates in Figure 3b,g

with W ) λ2ω0. We averaged over 103 configurations of tran-

sition frequency offsets, ∆n, chosen randomly from a Gauss-

ian distribution,

P(∆n) ) (√πσ)-1 exp(-∆n
2 ⁄ σ2) (13)

with inhomogeneous line width, σ. As demonstrated in Fig-

ure 7, site-energy (diagonal) disorder breaks the symmetry

allowing 0-0 emission in H-aggregates.10-12 Disorder in the

electronic couplings has the same effect, although a quanti-

tative analysis of off-diagonal disorder on the vibronic pro-

gression has yet to be made. In Figure 7a, the integrated

sideband emission also increases with σ, albeit at a far smaller

rate. By contrast in J-aggregates the 0-0 intensity decreases

FIGURE 6. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum from vacuum-
deposited tetracene films integrated over the first 50 ps from ref
30. (b) Theoretical spectrum using one- and two-particle states.
Reprinted with permission from ref 30. Copyright 2009 by the APS.
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markedly (while the sideband intensities decrease slightly)

with increasing σ, as Ncoh is reduced below N due to localiza-

tion. Hence, the ratio Rem ≡ I0-0/I0-1, increases (decreases) with

increasing disorder in ideal H(J)-aggregates. In the limit of

extreme disorder, S(ω) for both aggregate types approaches a

broad, isolated-molecule spectrum with Rem f 1/λ2.

In both aggregate types, 0-0 emission is a strong func-

tion of Ncoh, in marked contrast to the sidebands.11,29,38 In

ideal H-aggregates, the absence of the 0-0 peak indicates

that Ncoh ) N, but, unlike in J-aggregates, the interference is

totally destructive. When disorder is absent, the coherence

function for the emitting exciton11,47 oscillates like (-1)n over

the entire H-aggregate leading to a complete cancellation of

the 0-0 transition moment. In J-aggregates, the coherence

function has the same spatial envelope but with no nodes

(since k ) 0), creating a constructive interference. As Ncoh

shrinks with increasing disorder, Rem therefore increases

(decreases) in H(J)-aggregates. Recently, Ncoh was derived from

the measured Rem in mono-functionalized OPV47,48 and

P3HT11 H-aggregates. Detailed analysis of the emission spec-

tral shape and Stokes shift using spatially correlated disorder

also allowed for a crude determination of the incoherent exci-

ton migration length, the extent to which energy can hop

between coherent domains.11,48

We next consider thermal effects on the intrinsic exciton

emission. The analysis is simplified by omitting thermally acti-

vated trap states and possible competition from excimer emis-

sion. We focus entirely on the effect of temperature on the line

strengths, and omit the T-dependent broadening due to scat-

tering with lattice phonons. The spectra in Figure 8 were eval-

uated by averaging over a Boltzmann distribution of emitting

excitons.

As observed in Figure 8, increasing temperature leads to

enhanced 0-0 emission in H-aggregates and the opposite

behavior in J-aggregates. The former effect is due to thermally

activated emission from the dipole-allowed k ) 0 exciton, |A1〉
(see Figure 5a), which is ∼e-λ2

W above the band bottom. In

J-aggregates, the demise of the 0-0 emission with T derives

from the fact that thermally excited excitons with k * 0 can-

not emit to the vibrationless ground state but can emit to

vibrationally excited electronic ground states. The effect can

be described in terms of a thermal coherence size, NT (<N),

which has an activated temperature dependence when N or

T are small enough so that kT is smaller than the exciton level

separations but turns over to40,41

NT ) 1 + 4πωc ⁄ (kT) (14)

in the thermodynamic limit, where ωc is the curvature of the

exciton band-bottom.40,41 Since NT < N, superradiance can be

strongly quenched with increasing T.40,41 The theory also pre-

FIGURE 7. Calculated H- and J-aggregate emission spectra as a
function of increasing site disorder at T ) 0 K for linear aggregates
with N ) 20 chromophores. In all panels, D ) 0, W ) λ2ω0, λ2 ) 1,
ω0 ) 0.17 eV, and σhom ) 0.14ω0. Note that only the 0-0 peak in
panel b is reduced by a factor of 10 (side bands are not rescaled).

FIGURE 8. Calculated disorder-free H- and J-aggregate emission
spectra as a function of temperature for linear aggregates with N )
20, calculated by averaging over a Boltzmann distribution of
emitters. In all panels, D ) 0, W ) λ2ω0, λ2 ) 1, ω0 ) 0.17 eV, and
σhom ) 0.4ω0.
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dicts temperature-independent sideband line strengths as

observed in Figure 8, so that NT can be obtained directly from

Rem. The temperature dependence of S(ω) applies not only to

ideal J-aggregates but to any morphology in which the 0-0

transition is dipole allowed, including the herringbone pack-

ing found in oligothiophene,22,40,41 anthracene,29 and tet-

racene30 thin films. Finally, when temperature is increased in

disordered aggregates, the effect on Rem is qualitatively simi-

lar to that in disorder-free aggregates.11,41 In this case, Rem

responds to a coherence number, Ncoh, defined by both the

magnitude of disorder and temperature.

V. Discussion and Conclusion

The multiparticle representation of Hamiltonians describing

exciton-vibrational coupling in organic assemblies provides

an excellent starting point for evaluating the fundamental

excitations responsible for the optical response. Such excita-

tions are polaronic Frenkel excitons in which a central vibronic

excitation is surrounded by a field of vibrational excitations.

The latter are accounted for by two-particle excitations and

play an essential role in the absorption and emission spec-

tral line shapes.

The manner in which the FC progression based on the

ubiquitous vinyl stretching mode in conjugated molecules

is distorted upon aggregation allows one to determine the

exciton bandwidth, the coherence number, and parame-

ters describing disorder. Ideal H- and J-aggregates repre-

sent the two extremes in the FC distortion: in H(J)-

aggregates, the vibronic peak ratio Rabs decreases (increases)

with exciton bandwidth W, while Rem increases (decreases)

with increasing disorder and rising temperature. These con-

trasting behaviors establish a basis for analyzing the pho-

tophysical response in more complex morphologies. For

example, lutein diacetate aggregates, which were formerly

thought to be J-like based on spectral shifts, are actually

H-like, with Rabs significantly decreasing with aggregation.32

Moreover, in packing arrangements with multiple molecules

in a unit cell, oscillator strength generally occurs in the top

and bottom of the exciton band, leading to optical proper-

ties that contain elements of both ideal J- and H-aggregate

behavior, depending upon the polarization. An interesting

example is provided by (OPV)n and (OT)n crystals22 in which

most of the oscillator strength resides near the top of the

band, yielding a dominant H-like ac-polarized absorption

profile. Emission from the weakly allowed band-bottom

contains both ac- and b-polarized components, resembling

ideal H- and J-aggregate emission, respectively. Further-

more, because the 0-0 transition is so weak, (OPV)n and

(OT)n aggregates require a threshold8,22 in Ncoh to realize

superradiance,28 in marked contrast to polyacene

crystals.29,30

Sideband photoluminescence is particularly sensitive to

two-particle states due to a destructive (constructive) inter-

ference between one- and two-particle emission pathways

in H(J)-aggregates. An ideal background-free measure of the

two-particle contribution, and therefore the polaron radius,

is provided by circularly polarized luminescence in chiral

aggregates, where the sideband dissymmetry scales directly

with the two-particle coefficients.47

Finally, the coupling to additional lower-energy vibrational

modes beyond the symmetric stretching mode can lead to

interesting intermode synergistic effects.42,49 Because low-

energy modes (j500 cm-1) are better described under the BO

approximation, a more robust theory for the photophysical

response of organic assemblies involves a polaron-phonon

basis set.50 We are currently exploring further the intricacies

of multiple mode coupling.
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